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The Hubbard model at half-filling is a collective, antiferromagnetic insulator. We study added 
electrons or holes. The insulating energy gap and the dispersion of the added carriers are calcu-
lated variationally in two dimensions with use of a Monte Carlo evaluation of the electronic corre-
lation functions in the insulating phase, Both Eg and m * are found to be temperature dependent. 
INTRODUCTION 
For a variety of reasons, attention has recently focused 
on two-dimensional (2D) interacting electrons. At 
N el = N, the number of sites, the Hubbard model is a col-
lective, antiferromagnetic insulator with energy gap Eg • 
Away from half-filling there are a number of hypotheses 
but no consensus as to the nature, number, and dispersion 
of the carriers in the many-body system, I although it is 
widely conceded that solving this problem is prerequisite 
to any theory of high- Tc superconductivity. The evidence 
on the normal phase of Cu02-based layered metals has 
been construed to favor a modified Fermi liquid 2 over or-
dinary band-structure theory. 3 Varma et al. 4 have 
characterized them as "marginal" Fermi liquids, Numer-
ical analysis 5 of the strong-coupling-limit t -J model re-
veals quasiparticle peaks in the spectrum of added elec-
trons or holes, 
This paper analyzes the charge carriers in the Hubbard 
model by means of correlation functions that are accu-
rately calculable only for the insulating half-filled band. 
When doping introduces a fraction x of charge carriers, 
we determine that they constitute a spin- t Fermi liquid 
of xN, not 0 ± x )N, particles, with anisotropic dispersion 
and an effective mass m * at the gap edge functionally re-
lated to Eg . 
THE MODEL 
The Hamiltonian for the Hubbard model 71 is 
71 = - t L (Ci!Cja+ H,c.) +VLni,+ni, - - (U/2)Nel, 0) ij . 
with electrons hopping from sites i to nearest-neighbor 
sites j. With the chemical potential J1 here set at V 12, on 
a bipartite lattice 71 is invariant under charge conjugation 
{followed by a phase transformation on the odd-numbered 
sublattice}: cra'cr*.,. - ( - )' Cr~ - a, ( - )' Cr, - a. This invari-
ance creates extra symmetries. 6 
The exact ground state at half-filling is 1'1'0),7 its ener-
gy Eo. For a particle deleted or added, the energy is 
E{k;t,V)=Eo+e(k;t,V)±V/2, its minimum lying on 
the star of a wave vector ko, independent of a. It is 
known 1,2 that ko is (nI2,nI2) at all tlV> 0,5,8 both for 
deleted and for added particles. It follows that Eg = V 
+2edel{ko;t,V), The stability of the insulating phase is 
guaranteed by Eg >- O. However, if Eo and E{k;t,V), 
both O{N), are obtained numerically, their differences, 
including Eg , which are 00), become difficult-if not 
impossible- to calculate reliably and other means must 
be sought, 9.10 
STATES OF ONE PARTICLE ADDED OR DELETED 
We define 
*(k )=N-I/2~ ik'R'~1" .* a ,a ~e ~ IjC,a , 
i j 
with 1ij an operator incorporating the reaction of the 
medium at j to the extra carrier at i. For N + I particles 
there are 2N orthogonal states a* (k,a) I '1'0) with which to 
estimate the e(k;t, V) directly: 
eS 
The better the choice of r, the tighter is this variational 
bound. By successive applications of (7f - Eo) to 
c:al'l'o), one determines the form of 1 at any given k,a: 
L 1ij (k,a) = 1+ gOkni,-a 
j 
+ Lglk{Rij)(njl+ njj)+'" 
j~i 
Because many-body perturbation theory in V fails about 
the singular point V =0, the g's have to be obtained varia-
tionally. But already the leading approximation 1 = I 
yields sensible results, such as locating the minimum at 
ko = ( ± n12, ± nI2). 5, II The next term (ex: gOk) consider-
ably improves the calculated energies without substantial 
complication. Higher-order terms which parametrize 
charge and spin polarization 12 of the environment assume 
increasing importance at large V >- 8t. But they also 
greatly complicate the programs, and we are forced to 
defer them for future investigations. In the present work, 
we opt for a simple operator designed for accuracy in the 
little-studied weak-coupling regime, V < 8t; for added 
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particles we choose 
C/k,o-)'" [utnr, -,,+ Vt(1 - nr, -,,)]8ij , 
By the aforementioned symmetry6 (k- - k+ lC, 
0-- - 0-, and C * -c), this also yields the operator for 
deleted particles. 
At each k we determine Ut and Vt by optimizing e(k). 
Using these, we also construct the Wannier operators of 
the composite particle. Their effective radius is found to 
be quite small. 13 
The numerator and denominator in (2) are each sums 
of correlation functions in the half-filled ground state of 
71, and are calculated by quantum Monte Carlo.14 Iden-
tities which keep our calculations to a manageable 
minimum include 7 
{'1'0 1 ni, -"Ci!Cj"1 '1'0);: t ('1'0 lci!Cj" 1 '1'0) >"!O 
for i ,j on different sublattices, and {'1'0 lci!Cj" 1 '1'0);: t 8ij 
if i,j are on the same sublattice. Our studies centered on 
the range of parameters 0 < V/t < 8, where neither the 
t -J model nor perturbation theory (the energies are not 
analytic in Vat V=O) are applicable. To keep the sys-
tematic error as small as possible, we used different 
imaginary-time discretizations .1 r, extrapolating the re-
sults to .1r""'O. Simulations are on 8x81attices at {3-6/t. 
At small V we verified that the {3 dependence was negligi-
ble by simulating also at {3 ==9/t. Figure I (bottom curve) 
shows eO,del (t, I ), i.e., edel (ko;t, V) at ko .... ( ± lC/2, ± lC/2) 
and V= I, calculated at t/V-O (where eO,del- 0), t, t, 
t, t, I, and 00 (where eO,del/V - - 0.5), and fitted to a 
smooth polynomial curve; accuracy is indicated by error 
bars. At t/V < t our curve joins smoothly with the 
strong-couplinr results of Oagotto et al. : 5 eO,I-} = - 3.17 t +2.83tU/r)°· 3 (dashed curve), with J=4t 2/U. While 
the t - J model is closely related to the Hubbard model in 
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FIG. I. Lower curve: eo(t,V)/V (eo plotted here is minimum 
energy to delete particle from half-filled band) vs tlv. Calculat-
ed points are indicated by error bars, curve is best polynomial fit. 
Dashed line marked t -J is from Dagotto et al. (Ref. 5). Upper 
curve: (JIm·) at ko, in units of Olmo)(Ul4 x 13.6 eV) (alao) 2 
vs tlV as calculated from eo{t ,V) using Eq. (5). (mo is the 
free-electron mass, V is in eV, and alao is the lattice parameter 
in units of the Bohr radius, 0.529 t\J Inset: Schematic plots of 
(11m·) and the density of states p(e) (at fixed t ,U) as functions 
of energy measured from eo, demonstrating that (I 1m·) changes 
sign at em where p has its maximum (Ref. 15). 
t/V> t in the dashed curve makes it clear that the two 
models differ substantially in weak coupling. 
MANY -PARTICLE STATES 
Consider at first the scattering states of two added par-
ticles, 
1 k,o-;k', 0-') -a* (k,o- )a* (k', 0-') 1 '1'0) + N -I 1: L"",,"'(q)a* (k+q,o-")a* (k' - q,o-"') 1'1'0) . 
qu"a'" 
As usual in scattering theory, the energy of the pair is ad-
ditive: e(k)+e(k')+2(U/2)+OO/N). But what is their 
statistics? If the ["s were in the form of long strings, these 
could become entangled in 20 and lead to parastatistics 
(exotic representations of the braid group) under inter-
change of the two members of this pair. But in the 
present context, our variationally determined ["s have a 
small radius. 13 Therefore, one readily forms wave packets 
such that the two particles are well separated in space and 
devoid of interaction with each other. From this it follows 
that the a*'s anticommute. If the medium were spin po-
larized about each carrier, i.e., if the ["s created a 
"Nagaoka bubble" of spin S about each carrier, the a*'s 
would be creation operators for exotic fermions of spin 
S ± t. Again, as our choice of ["s carries only S -0 (as 
is appropriate in the weak-coupling regime), our fermions 
have the usual spin t. 
Extending the arguments to a dilute fraction x of added 
or deleted particles, one concludes that they behave as an 
ordinary spin- t Fermi liquid of xN charge carriers super-
I 
posed onto a background of N non-current-carrying elec-
trons. Their unusual dispersion is detailed below. Even if 
the residual interparticle forces were to favor bound states 
over the scattering states (4), as is claimed in some small-
cluster calculations, 10 and this resulted in the many-body 
ground state of the presumed Fermi liquid becoming un-
stable against some condensed phase, the statistics of the 
particles under interchange and their dispersion would be 
required ingredients in constructing the new ground state. 
DISPERSION OF QUASI PARTICLES 
Figure 2 shows the calculated dispersion in e(k; I, V) 
along two orthogonal axes centered at ko. The extreme 
anisotropy diminishes somewhat with increasing U. With 
increasing carrier concentration, the Fermi surface fol-
lows disjoint contours surrounding each ko, portions of 
which are show in Fig. 2 Gnset). Such a topology was ear-
lier conjectured by Lee. 2 The density of states p(e ) starts 
at a finite value Po (Po ex: m *) at eo, and increases with in-
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FIG. 2. Curves labeled a are for U/t =6, b are for U/t =43, 
and c are for U/t =2, respectively. Top: edeiOd/t (energy to 
delete particle at k from half-filled band) plotted along perime-
ter of inscribed diamond. Inset: ko = (Tr/2, Tr/2) shown as big 
dot. Portions of constant energy contours are shown; curves la-
beled m are the locus of em (cf. inset of Fig. J) (Ref. 15). Bot-
tom: edel(k)/t along (I, I) direction. Note the anisotropy: m * 
in this direction is smaller than along the perimeter by 1 order of 
magnitude. 
creasing energy until, at em, the four contours merge. 
Their perimeter is then at a maximum, as is p.15 For 
e > em, both dp/de and <l/m*) become negative-shown 
schematically in Fig. 1 (inset). (By way of comparison, 
both in Hartree-Fock and in band-structure theory, where 
the many-body correlations are treated in an average way, 
em merges with eo and the low-energy dynamics are given 
incorrectly. 3) 
THE EFFECfIVE MASS 
We estimate the average inverse mass <l/m*) directly 
as a function of k, t, V, and T by combining Galilean in-
I For a perspective, see High -Temperature Superconductil'ity, 
Proceedings of the Los Alamos Symposium, 1989, edited by 
K. S. Bedell et al. (Addison-Wesley, Redwood, CA, 1990). 
2G. A. Sawatzky, Nature (London) 342, 480 (J 989); P. E. 
Sulewski et al., Phys. Rev. B 36, 2357 (J 987); also see review 
by P. A. Lee, in High-Temperature Superconductivity (Ref. 
I), p. 96. 
3In addition to some other inadequacies, band-structure theory 
yields the incorrect sign of the Hall constant; see review by N. 
P. Ong, in PhYSical Properties of High-Temperature Super-
conductors II, edited by D. M. Ginsberg (World Scientific, 
variance with Feynman's theorem: 16 
<I/m*)(k)'" - (t/2)ae(k;t,V)/at. (5) 
<I/m*)(ko) as a function of t/V, plotted in the upper 
curve of Fig. 1, is found by differentiating the lower curve. 
Our results demonstrate that a correlated system can pro-
duce truly "heavy," 17 yet delocalized, fermions at all U. 
The addition or deletion of each particle affects not just 
the total energy of the medium, but its entropy as well. 
With J(k) the excess free energy of an excess particle at 
k, the T;r£O generalization of (5) is 16 
(l/m*)(k) == - (t/2)aJ(k)/at 
- ([3/2) [( (v - (v» 2) - «v - (v)o) 2)0] , 
where [3-=l/kT, v-(vx,vy ) with vx -2tLk,(1sinkx 
xc*(k,a)c(k,a), and ( ... ) indicates thermal average in 
the presence of the extra particle, while ( ... )0 refers to 
such an average in the half-filled state. 
CONCLUSION 
By combining a variational ansatz with quantum Monte 
Carlo techniques, we have estimated the properties of 
low-lying eigenstates of a small number of extra holes or 
electrons introduced into the Mott insulating phase of the 
two-dimensional Hubbard model. In weak coupling, we 
conclude that they constitute a dilute fluid of spin- t fer-
mions with heavy, anisotropic, temperature- and energy-
dependent masses. 
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